Conceived during 1969-1970, this monumental compendium of mythological iconography has now appeared in its first volume, which comprises approximately half the entries for the letter A. Seven additional volumes are planned (all of them in this double format of text and plates) and at least one supplementary issue, to accommodate the documentation obtained after the first articles were already in press. The total work will not replace the RE but will take its inevitable place with the "giants" of the reference shelves in any serious research library of the world.
Appropriately, this is a world project, sponsored by an international organization with the collaboration of 34 countries. In agreement with the aims of the project, each participating nation has in turn organized its own Center for the gathering of the mythological documentation available within its territory, which is then transmitted to the Central Editorial Office of the LIMC in Basel. Thus, the actual publication of the Lexicon is but a step in the massive movement of research, cataloguing and photographing which is taking place within each country, and which will provide a permanent source of information and a springboard for all future research. The value of such an undertaking in the U.S., for instance, has been recognized by the financial sponsorship of the National Endowment for the Humanities, and by the officials of Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, at whose New Brunswick campus the American center has its home. At the international level, the UNESCO has given its moral and financial backing to the enterprise and has allowed the organization of "seminars to train researchers in the Arab countries into the techniques of assembling and analyzing figural documentation" (p. xii).
Because of this international collaboration, the LIMC entries have been distributed among various scholars from each participating country; articles have thus been written in a variety of languages, and those not originally composed in English, French, German or Italian have had to be translated. To provide for uniformity and coordination among so many has been an enormous task, and it is fair to say that the whole enterprise would not have succeeded, had it not been for the inspirational efforts of the LIMC Secretary
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General, Lilly Kahil. Not only was she the scholar who originated the idea and translated it into practical terms, but through the years she has been the moving force behind the various local centers, the diplomat who has established the necessary contacts, the friend who has advised and urged, the archaeologist who has labored at her own entries and research, thus achieving a level of understanding of the problems involved which no other can equal. The entire scholarly community is indebted to Dr. Kahil for this superb contribution. This first pioneering volume, as the Introduction disarmingly states (p. xxii), might have benefited from additional work, but it was published as quickly as possible, in keeping with the spirit of the project. Eighty-seven authors, most of them well known scholars, have contributed the entries. Inevitably, any work which requires several years for its preparation and relies on a multiplicity of collaborators suffers from a certain unevenness in approach, bibliography and format, despite all conceivable guidelines. It is a tribute to Kahil and her editorial team that this volume is as close to a finished product as it actually is. The typographical format, however, leaves nothing to be desired and the plates, although the quality of the individual photographs varies, are uniformly clear, each picture large and printed on glossy paper. Many of the objects illustrated are familiar, others are little known and quite a few are previously unpublished. Although selective criteria had to be employed, the catalogue for each entry gives references to available illustrations elsewhere; the visual documentation alone is a contribution of primary magnitude.
Within the brief compass of a review it is impossible to do justice to the contents of this volume, and its range of subjects places it well beyond the expertise of a single reviewer. Other reviewers might take exception to other interpretations, and omissions could be mentioned. The first volume already includes a page (881) of additional bibliography, both ancient and recent, and the supplementary volume will undoubtedly provide more documentation and further remarks. It is therefore premature to comment extensively on this first publication. Suffice it here to say that whatever faults one may find with the individual entries, the high standards of the whole are beyond doubt. It will take many years to absorb and evaluate properly the usefulness and thoroughness of the Lexicon, but the magnitude of the undertaking is already apparent and its success is a monument to international cooperation among scholars. 
The focus is on Classical mythology (understood as Greek

